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Preface
Dear reader,
as part of its European Green Deal, the European
Commission has announced to present a strategy on
offshore wind in 2020. Such a strategy is urgently
needed as reaching a climate-neutral Europe will
require a massive expansion of offshore wind energy.

for the German section of the North Sea with two
distinct modelling approaches. This study presents
the findings, and it underscores the importance of the
role of the state in planning for a future with a lot
more offshore wind energy.

This raises the question whether energy models used
today by wind farm planners and investors can
adequately capture the interaction effects between
turbines stemming from very large areas covered
with offshore wind farms at high installed capacity
density. To better understand such effects, Agora
Energiewende and Agora Verkehrswende commissioned the Department of Wind Energy at the
Technical University of Denmark as well as the
Max-Planck-Institute for Biogeochemistry to
simulate future offshore wind expansion scenarios

We hope you find the study to be an inspiring and
enjoyable read!

Yours sincerely,
Patrick Graichen
Executive Director of Agora Energiewende
Christian Hochfeld
Executive Director of Agora Verkehrswende

Key conclusions:
1

Offshore wind energy, which has an installed capacity potential of up to 1,000 GW, is a key pillar of
the European energy transition. The net-zero decarbonization scenarios contained in the European
Commission’s Long-Term Strategy assume some 400 to 450 GW of offshore wind capacity by 2050.
Additional demand of up to 500 GW may be created by dedicating offshore farms to electrolysis for
renewable hydrogen production.

2

Scenarios projecting near climate neutrality by 2050 assume an installed capacity of 50 to 70 GW of
offshore wind in Germany, generating some 200 to 280 TWh of electricity per year. Given the 8 GW
of installed capacity today and current plans for 20 GW by 2030, the pace of spatial planning for
offshore wind deployment needs to pick up significantly. The slowing of onshore wind development
could further enhance the importance of offshore wind in achieving net zero.

3

Offshore wind power needs sufficient space, as the full load operating time may otherwise shrink
from currently around 4,000 hours per year to between 3,000 and 3,300 hours. The more turbines
are installed in a region, the less efficient offshore wind production becomes due to a lack of wind
recovery. If Germany were to install 50 to 70 GW solely in the German Bight, the number of full-load
hours achieved by offshore wind farms would decrease considerably.

4

Countries on the North and Baltic Seas should cooperate with a view to maximizing the wind yield
and full-load hours of their offshore wind farms. In order to maximize the efficiency and potential of
offshore wind, the planning and development of wind farms – as well as broader maritime spatial
planning – should be intelligently coordinated across national borders. This finding is relevant to
both the North and Baltic Seas. In addition, floating offshore wind farms could enable the creative
integration of deep waters into wind farm planning.

3
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Conclusions

1

Offshore wind energy, which has an installed capacity potential of up to 1,000 GW, is a key pillar of
the European energy transition.

Achieving the goals of the Paris Agreement will
require Europe to move ever closer to a climate-neutral energy system.1 In this transition toward very
high shares of variable renewable energy sources
like solar PV and wind, offshore wind will play a
crucial role.
Offshore wind comes with desirable properties that
onshore wind and solar PV cannot offer: high fullload hours, high operating hours, rather low variability and – consequently – greater predictability than
1

EC (2018a)

onshore wind, including correspondingly lower
forecast errors and balancing power requirements.2
Due to these features, offshore wind’s system value is
generally higher than that of onshore wind and more
stable over time than that of solar PV.3 Regarding
system adequacy, offshore wind can contribute
around 30% of its installed capacity to the ability of
the power system to match generation with consumption at all times, thereby reducing the need for
investment into dispatchable backup power plants. In
2

Stiftung Offshore (2017)

3

IEA (2019)

Achievable full-load hours for very good sites assumed in modelling commissioned by the
European Commission

Figure 1
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the future, offshore wind could also provide flexibility services.4
Whereas solar PV and onshore wind power generation are assumed to reach up to 2,300 and
3,700 full-load hours at very good sites, offshore wind
is believed to reach up to 5,200 full-load hours (i.e. a
capacity factor of 59%), as illustrated in Figure 1.5
While the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) generated by offshore wind declined from about
0.15 USD/kWh to 0.13 USD/kWh between 2010 and
20186, strike prices in recent auctions in Europe have
fallen to almost 0.05 USD/kWh for delivery in the
mid-2020s, and the confidence of investors into
4

Stiftung Offshore (2017), IEA (2019)

5

ASSET (2018). In 2018, the global weighted average
capacity factor for offshore wind amounted to 43%, i.e.
nearly 3,800 full-load hours (IRENA 2019).

6

IRENA (2019)

offshore wind is growing, thereby reducing financing
costs. New technological developments such as
floating foundations may further advance the
deployment of offshore wind energy in parts of
Europe and abroad.7
The net-zero decarbonization scenarios contained in the European Commission’s Long-Term
Strategy assume some 400 to 450 GW of offshore wind capacity by 2050.
With its Long-Term Strategy, the European Commission has explored several pathways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, from scenarios that address the
well below 2°C target to those that pursue efforts to
limit temperature change to 1.5°C. The latter goal is
forecast in the 1.5LIFE and 1.5TECH scenarios, which
foresees net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
Whereas 1.5LIFE assumes changing business and
7

IEA (2019), IRENA (2019)

Offshore wind capacity assumed in EU climate target scenarios for 2050 in GW

Figure 2
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consumption patterns towards a more circular
economy, 1.5TECH features a stronger role for
biomass and carbon capture and storage. The total
power generation capacity in the two 1.5 scenarios
ranges from around 2,300 GW to 2,800 GW in 2050,
with the share of renewables in gross electricity
generation reaching more than 80% and – within
renewables – wind representing the dominating
renewable energy technology (>50%).8

net-zero EU emissions in 2050. Half of this capacity
is dedicated to green hydrogen production.12
When producing green hydrogen, offshore wind will
compete with exceptionally inexpensive solar PV and
onshore wind at very good sites around the globe.
However, given the high transport costs associated
with long-distance hydrogen shipping – whether as
liquid hydrogen, ammonia, or in liquid organic
hydrogen carriers – offshore wind located in Europe
might have a competitive advantage.13

Offshore wind reaches an installed capacity of
396 GW by 2050 in the 1.5LIFE scenario and of
451 GW in the 1.5TECH scenario (see Figure 2), up
from around 20 GW installed in the EU today.9
Deploying 450 GW of offshore wind in all over
Europe would require a considerable increase in the
annual installation rate, starting from around 3 GW
today to some 7 GW by the second half of the 2020s
and to over 20 GW per year by the mid 2030s.10
Additional demand of up to 500 GW may be created by dedicating offshore farms to electrolysis
for renewable hydrogen production.
Electrolysers for hydrogen production are economically most efficient when operated on a continuous
basis. Efficient green hydrogen production thus
requires a renewable energy source that can deliver
many full-load hours, a requirement that is well
suited to offshore wind.11 As a result, offshore wind
deployment goes hand in hand with greater hydrogen
production in many scenarios. For example, the
“optimized gas scenario”, commissioned by the “Gas
for Climate” group, projects total installed offshore
wind capacity of 1010 GW in order to achieve

8

EC (2018b)

9

IEA (2019)

10

Wind Europe (2019)

11

Agora Verkehrswende, Agora Energiewende and Frontier
Economics (2018)

12

Navigant (2019). According to the authors, the “optimized
gas scenario” resembles the 1.5TECH scenario.
Electrolysis can be implemented onshore or offshore
(Tractebel 2019). The former requires a grid connection
to an offshore wind park, the latter involves hydrogen
transport from the offshore farm to the mainland, which
could be realized through pipelines or specialized vessels
(Navigant 2019, E-Bridge 2018, IEA 2019).

13

Agora Energiewende (2019), Agora Verkehrswende,
Agora Energiewende and Frontier Economics (2018)
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1
2

Scenarios projecting near climate neutrality by 2050 assume an installed capacity of 50 to 70 GW of
offshore wind in Germany, generating some 200 to 280 TWh of electricity per year.

In recent years, a total of 8 GW of offshore wind
capacity has been installed in the German section of
the North Sea (Figure 3). For 2050, climate target
scenarios with a reduction in greenhouse gases of
95% relative to 1990 show installed offshore wind
capacity ranging between 50 and 70 GW. To reach
such capacities by 2050, a gross capacity of about 1
to 2 GW of offshore wind would need to be installed
per year.
Whether onshore or offshore, wind power plays a
decisive role in the deep decarbonization scenarios
that have been developed for Germany, as the generation profile of wind is especially well suited to cover

demand from heating during the winter season.
Depending on a variety of assumptions, including
future hydrogen requirements and fuel imports, total
electricity generation from wind energy in 2050 is
projected to range between 470 and 750 TWh per
year (Figure 4). Of this amount, 220 to 520 TWh could
potentially be generated by onshore wind, and 180 to
280 TWh by offshore wind.14 These ranges show that
within certain bounds, onshore wind can act as a
substitute for offshore wind, despite widely divergent
transmission grid requirements. The expansion of
14

Acatech et al. (2017), Agora Energiewende (2020), BDI
(2018), BMU (2015), MWV (2018)

Installed offshore wind capacity for Germany‘s 95 % climate target scenarios in GW

Figure 3
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Ranges of necessary wind power generation by 2050 in 95% decarbonization scenarios
for Germany in TWh

TWh

Figure 4
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offshore wind will primarily take place in northern
Germany, thus augmenting the need for grid connections to the south. Onshore wind, on the other hand,
can be spread out more evenly across Germany. Due
to its very different seasonal profile, solar PV can only
partially act as a substitute for wind energy.

Given the 8 GW of installed capacity today and
current plans for 20 GW by 2030, the pace of
spatial planning for offshore wind deployment
needs to pick up significantly.
From 2008 to 2019, Germany installed offshore wind
capacity at an average rate of 0.7 GW per year (Table 1).

Offshore wind growth in Germany: Past expansion and future requirements in GW
Installed capacity in GW

Scenario range 2050
Lower end
Upper end

2008

2019

2030

0

8

20

Table 1

Capacity addition in GW per year

2050
45
70

2008 –

2019 –

2030 –

2019

2030

2050

0.7

1.1

1.3
2.5

Agora Energiewende (2020), Bundesregierung (2019), BMU (2015), MWV (2018)
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Reaching the new target of 20 GW by 203015 implies
an increase of this installation rate to around 1.1 GW
per year. After 2030, annual deployment would only
need to be slightly higher (1.3 GW/a) to reach 45 GW,
the lower end of the scenario range for wind capacity
in 2050. By contrast, achieving the higher end of
70 GW would involve more than a doubling of annual
deployment to 2.5 GW per year from 2030 to 2050.
The slowing of onshore wind development could
further enhance the importance of offshore wind
in achieving net zero.
For years, a generally accepted assumption in
discussions about the German energy transition has
been that reserving 2 % of national territory for
onshore wind turbines is a realistic benchmark.16
However, this basic assumption is now being
challenged by policy-makers in Germany who
demand general minimum distances between wind
turbines and inhabited areas. Troublingly, increasing
the general minimum distance to 1000 m would
reduce the areas suitable for onshore wind development by 20 to 50 per cent.17 Conversely, reducing
minimum distances to 600 m would allow onshore
wind energy to play a much larger role in the German
energy transition.18

nine months of 2019 saw the lowest onshore wind
installation rate in Germany of the last 20 years.20
With onshore wind expansion in Germany currently
falling short of long-term climate targets, some
policy-makers have argued that expanded deployment of offshore wind could act as a substitute for
onshore wind, and that the current “expansion
corridor” should be adjusted correspondingly.21 While
both turbine types have similar generation profiles22,
there remains a major difference: Onshore wind
turbines can be erected in close proximity to demand
centres all over Germany, whereas offshore wind
energy needs to be transported over considerable distances, thus necessitating an offshore grid connection and sufficient onshore transmission capacity.23

In addition to land availability issues, onshore wind
expansion is being impaired by a lack of evidence-based standards and procedures in the area of
nature conservation.19 As a consequence, the first

15

As announced by the German Federal Government in
its Climate Action Programme 2030 (Bundesregierung
2019). In addition, the heads of governments in northern
German states have recently demanded the construction
of 30 GW of offshore turbines by 2035 (Niedersächsische
Staatskanzlei 2019).

16

BWE (2012)

17

UBA (2019)

18

IASS (2019)

19

BDEW et al. 2019; BMWI 2019
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20

Fachagentur Wind (2019)

21

Stratmann (2019)

22

See page 9 for details on differences between onshore
and offshore wind.

23

The IEA (2019) underlines that “additional investment
in onshore transmission is key to making the most of offshore wind”.
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Offshore wind power needs sufficient space, as the full load operating time may otherwise shrink
from currently around 4,000 hours per year to between 3,000 and 3,300 hours.

3

Energy scenarios for the EU assume future generation of 4,000 to 5,000 full-load hours at very good
offshore wind sites.24 The analysis presented in this
publication, however, describes considerable reductions in full load hours for the German section of the
North Sea. This finding is derived from using two
methods that differ substantially in complexity, with
one (“KEBA”) being simple and fast, and the other
(“WRF”) being highly detailed and requiring a computer cluster to perform the simulations.25 Nevertheless, both methods show a remarkable level of agree24

See figure 1.

25

KEBA: Kinetic Energy Budget of the Atmosphere. WRF:
Weather Research and Forecast model. For details, see
part II of this publication.

ment in the overall magnitude of yield reductions.
Figure 5 illustrates how the full-load hours achievable by offshore wind farms decrease as the area
covered by the turbines expands, ranging from a
comparatively small to a large reduction.
If Germany were to install 28 GW of wind turbines in
an area of around 2,800 km² in the German Bight
only, the yield would fall to around 3,400 full-load
hours, corresponding to nearly 100 TWh of electricity.26 Installing 72 GW of turbines in an area of about
7,200 km² exclusively in the German Bight would
further reduce full-load hours to about 3,000 hours
26

The 2,800 km² refer to the near-shore coastal areas
defined as O-NEP zones 1 to 3 (BSH 2019b).

Full-load hours achievable depending on area for offshore wind deployment in the North Sea
(and expected yield in TWh)

Figure 5
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per year, yielding approximately 220 TWh of electricity. As an alternative, the wind farms could be
spread out over a larger area on the basis of cooperation with other countries. This would considerably
augment the number of achievable full-load hours,
according to our estimations.
The more turbines are installed in a region, the
less efficient offshore wind production becomes
due to a lack of wind recovery.
Wind turbines convert kinetic energy from the
atmosphere into electricity, thereby reducing wind
speeds.27 Mean wind speed reductions behind the
turbine, together with increased turbulence levels, are

27

In addition, they also lead to dissipation of kinetic energy
through friction.

called “wakes”.28 By mixing with the surrounding air
flow, depleted winds are replenished. In this way,
wind farm planners and investors must necessarily
consider wake effects between individual turbines
and entire wind farms (see Figure 6). As the size of the
region under consideration increases, it is also
important to take the overall reduction of kinetic
energy of the regional air flow into account: The more

28

Wakes recover mainly through atmospheric turbulence.
Over land, the heating of the earth’s surface by sunlight
as well as natural and man-made surface roughness
generate turbulence, leading to shorter wakes of a few
kilometres in length at most. Over sea, heating by solar
radiation takes place below the surface, causing less
heating at the surface. Additionally, water surfaces are
less contoured, meaning less turbulence but considerably
longer wakes. Simulations predict wakes of up to 100 km,
and empirical measurements have shown wakes to reach
at least 45 km in length (Platis et al. 2018).

The yields of many wind turbines decline by different factors relative
to an individual turbine

Figure 6

Small vertical renewal rate from above
Typical value: ≈ 2 W m-2 per surface area
Reduced
wind speeds

Wake
effects

Large horizontal
kinetic energy
flux density
Typical value:
550 W m-2
per crosssectional area
Individual
turbine

Wind
farm

Typically under consideration

Regional
potentials
This project

Note: Based on typical values for the annual means for the North Sea. Actual values show large variations due to varying
wind conditions.
MPI-BGC (2020)
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the surrounding horizontal air flow is affected, the
greater the reduction in downstream wind speeds,
because additional kinetic energy can effectively only
come from higher atmospheric layers, and the vertical
renewal rate from above is limited.29 Accordingly, the
analysis presented in this publication considers wake
effects, including large-scale wind flow impacts.
The impact of the kinetic energy removal increases in
line with the size of the wind farm and spatial density
of the turbines. This general phenomenon is more
relevant in the offshore setting than for onshore wind
due to divergence in surface roughness, surface
heating and the density of turbine capacity.

ence and the divergence in air flow stability
described above, onshore wind turbines in Germany
are less likely to experience relevant reductions in
achievable full-load hours anytime soon.33 However,
given the long-run target of generating 220 to
520 TWh electricity from onshore wind in Germany34, further research on this question is warranted. Similarly, work should be conducted to
understand the potential effects of offshore wind
farms on their downstream onshore counterparts.

Over land, the natural and man-made surface roughness caused by vegetation, mountains and buildings
leads to lower wind speeds than over the sea.30 At the
same time, surface obstacles produce stronger
turbulence and the mixing of air flows, which is
further enhanced by solar heating during the day,
implying shorter wake effects onshore than offshore.
Wind turbine capacity densities in Germany differ
considerably between onshore and offshore wind
power. While planned offshore densities are on the
order of 10 MW/km²,31 actual onshore densities in
2018 averaged below 0.5 MW/km² when looking at
individual German states.32 Given this large differ29

The typical values shown in Figure 6 are based on typical
annual means for the North Sea, but the actual values
show large variation due to varying wind conditions.
Note that the magnitude of the vertical renewal rate
is limited by the comparatively low generation rate of
kinetic energy generation rate of the atmosphere, which
is governed by the dynamics and thermodynamics of the
atmosphere.

30

Quaschning (2005)

31

BSH (2019b)

32

Schleswig-Holstein had 0.4 MW/km²; other northern
states around 0.3 MW/km²; southern states below 0.05
MW/km². Yet when looking at individual postal code
areas, some capacity densities reach up to the 5 MW/km²
scale (Fh-IEE 2019).

33

In fact, such reductions could not be detected in an analysis covering 2000–2014 (Germer und Kleidon 2019).
In addition, a countervailing effect may be the observed
reversal of global terrestrial stilling (Zeng et al. 2019).

34

See Figure 4 above.
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If Germany were to install 50 to 70 GW solely in
the German Bight, the number of full-load hours
achieved by offshore wind farms would decrease
considerably.
Today, state planning for future offshore wind
deployment in the German Bight is based on national
maritime spatial planning and site development
plans, implemented by the Federal Maritime and
Hydrographic Agency (BSH). Its mandate ends at the
borders of the German Exclusive Economic Zone.
However, installing 50 to 70 GW solely in the German
section of the North Sea would reduce full-load hours
considerably and make offshore wind generation
markedly more expensive than originally assumed.

18
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4

Countries on the North and Baltic Seas should cooperate with a view to maximizing the wind yield
and full-load hours of their offshore wind farms.

To date, spatial planning for offshore wind development has generally had a national focus.35 The
analysis presented in this publication, however,
underscores the need for more coordination to
efficiently exploit offshore wind resources in Europe
as a whole. A key aspect of this analysis is its
extended notion of wakes to explicitly include the
removal of kinetic energy from regional air flow. The
findings indicate that offshore wind farm development must consider regional wind dynamics. Specifically, due attention must be given to the reductions
in wind speeds and yields that occur when wind
farms are constructed in close proximity to one
another. By extension, sufficiently large spaces
between wind farms should be preserved in order to
ensure replenishment of wind speeds. These replenishment areas could potentially be reserved for other
purposes, such as shipping corridors or nature
conservation. The understanding of regional wind
impacts presented in this publication is particularly
relevant with a view to the cross-border effects of
kinetic energy removal, given the potential for wind
depletion beyond national boundaries.
In order to maximize the efficiency and potential
of offshore wind, the planning and development
of wind farms – as well as broader maritime spatial planning – should be intelligently coordinated across national borders.
In light of the foregoing discussion, broader maritime
spatial planning is an important part of large-scale
least-cost offshore wind development. Aside from the
kinetic energy removal effect, key cost factors
include the water depth and distance to shore. The EU
Directive on Maritime Spatial Planning obliges
coastal Member States to develop national maritime
35

NSWPH (2019a)

spatial plans by 2021, to coordinate those plans with
each other, and to take other transnational issues into
account.36 Despite this requirement for cooperation,
the cross-border removal of kinetic energy has yet to
be systematically addressed. Such issues should be
incorporated into the envisaged offshore wind
strategy and regional cooperation as part of the
European Green Deal.37
Projects that are connected to more than one country
via an offshore electricity interconnector could
represent a compelling opportunity within the scope
of offshore wind planning and development. Such
interconnections could serve as the springboard for
the development of an offshore meshed grid, and
could take different forms, including combined grid
solutions or offshore hubs.38 The “hub-and-spoke”
model that has been proposed for North Sea Wind
Power Hub is one prominent example of a solution in
this area. This consortium has examined four locations,39 as shown in Figure 7: (1) the Dutch Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) on the Dogger Bank; (2) the
Dutch EEZ south of Dogger Bank; (3) the Danish EEZ

36

Directive 2014/89/EU. The European Union itself has no
general competence assigned within the field of spatial
planning. However, it provides support, e.g. through the
European Maritime Spatial Planning Platform https://
www.msp-platform.eu (BSH 2019a).

37

EC (2019a, b)

38

Referred to as “hybrid projects“ by Wind Europe (2019:
44). Hybrid offshore wind farms do not exist so far,
except for the Kriegers Flak project, which has been in
the making for 10 years (Wind Europe 2019).

39

Those locations do not represent preferences for the location of an initial project. Rather, they have been used to
test location-specific impacts on hub-and-spoke design
(NSWPH 2019b).
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Four illustrative areas for the development of offshore wind hubs in the North Sea

Figure 7
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EEZ Boundaries

Note: Those locations do not represent preferences for the location of an initial project. Rather, they have been used to test
location-specific impacts on hub-and-spoke design.

NSWPH (2019b)

west of Jutland; and (4) a location in the deeper part of
the Danish EEZ and part of the Norwegian EEZ.40

40
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The analysis includes the option of power-to-hydrogen conversion. It also finds significant increases in
losses due to wake and blockage effects (NSWPH 2019b).
Another example is Oersted’s recently unveiled plan for
a 5 GW offshore wind hub connecting several countries
in the Baltic Sea and including the option of hydrogen
production (Recharge 2019).

Our findings are relevant to both the North and
Baltic Seas.
While the analysis presented in this publication is
only concerned with the German section of the North
Sea, it clearly has relevance for other waters as well,
including the Baltic Sea. With an estimated potential
of more than 200 GW, the North Sea is the body of
water with the largest offshore potential for Europe.
Nevertheless, the Baltic Sea’s potential is estimated at
more than 80 GW.41
41

Wind Europe (2019)
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Floating offshore wind farms could enable the
creative integration of deep waters into wind
farm planning.
Traditional fixed-bottom offshore wind installations
are typically installed in water depths of less than 50
to 60 meters due to the high costs associated with
increasing water depth, which can quickly make the
plants uneconomical.42 The relatively new technology
of floating offshore foundations promises to overcome this limitation and open up new areas to
offshore wind development that would otherwise be
practically inaccessible.43 Indeed, the European
deployment scenario, which projects 450 GW of
installed offshore wind capacity by 2050, already
assumes 100 to 150 GW of floating offshore wind
capacity.44 Yet continued deployment at scale is
required to achieve further cost reductions and
enable floating foundations to play a meaningful role
in the future.45

42

IEA (2019)

43

It also holds the promise of greater ease of turbine set-up,
potentially lower future costs, and greater environmental
benefits due to less invasive activity on the seabed during installation (IRENA 2019). Still, floating offshore wind
will also need to consider the impact of large scale wake
effects, including the overall reduction of kinetic energy
on the regional air flow, as described in this publication.

44

Wind Europe (2019)

45

Currently, the only successful operational large-scale
floating wind farm is the 30 MW Hywind project
in Scotland. A much larger project recently received
approval for installing 200 MW of floating turbines
off the coast of the Canary Islands. This would be the
world’s largest when starting operation in the mid-2020s
(IRENA 2019, IEA (2019).
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1

Summary

Introduction and background

Goals and scenarios

Existing climate target scenarios for Germany to
reduce GHG emissions by 95 % by 2050 relative to
1990 include installed offshore wind capacities in the
range of 30 to 70 GW. Yet, the size of offshore regions
that Germany administers is relatively small. They
are located primarily in the North Sea, and in border
regions administered by neighbouring countries that
also intend to develop offshore wind energy.

This project evaluates a set of offshore scenarios with
total installed capacities of offshore wind power
ranging from 14 to 145 GW. We have focused these
scenarios on the German section of the Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) of the North Sea, as it contains
the majority of regions suitable for offshore wind
energy in Germany. We use the characteristics of a
hypothetical 12 MW turbine (“BSH-200-P12”),
different densities of installed capacity, ranging from
5 MW/km2 to 20 MW/km2, and different areas. This
yields a range of total installed capacities from 14 GW
to 145 GW, corresponding to a total of about 1,200 to
12,000 turbines with 12 MW each.

Prior research suggests that when wind energy is
used at larger scales, the efficiency of wind turbines
is reduced due to atmospheric effects, resulting in
lower capacity factors and fewer full-load hours.
Current energy scenarios, however, typically assume
an increase in turbine efficiencies, as expressed by
capacity factor or full-load hours, due to technological developments. Typically, modellers assume around
4,000 to 5,000 full-load hours for the future.
The goal here is to evaluate the relevance of atmospheric effects in reducing yields in realistic scenarios
of offshore wind energy development in the North
Sea, using two methods that differ in their complexity. The focus is to evaluate yields that go beyond the
typical wake effects that are observed and considered
in wind farms.
Wake effects are found behind the wind turbine
rotors and the depleted winds are replenished by the
surrounding flow. An incomplete replenishment
results in a reduced yield of downwind turbines. This
effect is well studied and understood and regularly
included in yield estimates for wind farms. Yet, it is
assumed that the surrounding flow is not affected.
Our focus here is to include this effect on the surrounding flow, by evaluating the overall reduction of
kinetic energy of the regional air flow in regional
scenarios of offshore wind energy use.

Methods
We use two methods to estimate wind speed reductions using descriptions of the atmospheric flow
surrounding the wind farm regions:
KEBA: Kinetic Energy Budget of the Atmosphere.
This method uses the kinetic energy budget of the
atmosphere surrounding the wind farms to diagnose
wind speed reductions due to the removal by wind
turbines and simultaneously estimates energy yields.
WRF: Weather Research and Forecast model. The
WRF model is a numerical weather prediction model
of the kind that is used by weather forecasting
centres and researcher all over the world. In this
model, the influence of wind turbines is represented
through Explicit Wake Parameterization.
The two methods differ substantially in complexity,
with KEBA being simple and fast, and WRF being
highly detailed and requiring a computer cluster to
perform the simulations.
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more than 50 % (see Table 1 below). For example, in the
case of 72 GW installed with a density of 10 MW/km²,
the simulations yield around 3,000 full-load hours.

Both methods show an increasing yield reduction
effect with larger installed capacities, ranging from a
comparatively small reduction to a large reduction by

Summary of results from the KEBA and WRF simulations

Table 1

Formulation of scenarios

Results

Included areas

With wakes

Area 1

caused by kinetic energy removal

Area 2

Density

Installed

(W/m2 or

2,767

4,473

capacity

MW/km2)

km2

km2

(GW)

WRF

5

x

13.8

6.0

x

22.4

x

36.2

5
5

x

7.5

x

7.5
7.5

x

10

x

10
10

x

12.5

x

12.5
12.5

x

20

x

20
20

x

Yield

Full-load hours

Capacity factor*

(GW)

[h]

[ %]

KEBA

WRF

KEBA

WRF

KEBA

6.4

3,770

4,065

43 %

46 %

10.0
15.3

15.4

3,913
3,693

3,729

45 %
42 %

43 %

20.8

8.8

3,713

42 %

x

33.5

13.5

3,530

40 %

x

54.3

20.8

20.5

3,348

3,309

38 %

38 %

27.7

10.3

10.9

3,255

3,449

37 %

39 %

x

44.7

x

72.4

16.4
25.1

34.6
x

55.9

x

90.5

24.5

3,216
3,040

12.6
27.7

35 %

3,190

18.8
28.7

2,966

37 %
36 %

2,949
2,776

2,683

34 %
34 %

32 %

31 %

55.3

16.4

2,600

30 %

x

89.5

23.8

2,331

27 %

x

144.8

36.0

34.2

2,179

2,070

25 %

24 %

* Other losses not included.
DTU and MPI-BGC (2020)

Interpretation
Both methods show a remarkable level of agreement
regarding the overall magnitude of yield reductions
caused by the wind turbines. As both models capture
reduction effects on wind speeds that are caused by

32

the removal of kinetic energy through wind-turbine
operation, these estimates show that a very largescale and dense deployment of wind turbines in the
North Sea region is likely to cause significant effects
on the wind field within the region, resulting in
lower yields.
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The reason for the yield reductions can be understood
by the atmospheric flows of kinetic energy. The
scenarios with greater installed capacities approach
levels that are similar in the magnitude by which the
atmosphere supplies kinetic energy to the wind farm
region. As these yield reduction effects relate to the
dynamics of the atmosphere, technological advances
in the turbines are unlikely to be able to compensate
for them, although one can minimize the detrimental
effects by specific planning of wind farm layouts
within the region.

Recommendations
This study suggests that in order to make better use of
offshore wind energy, wind farms should be planned
and developed with a coordinated long-term approach,
considering co-dependency of installed capacity
density and areal coverage, for efficient deployment.
Future research should continue to analyse the
possible impacts of extensive clusters of large and
very large wind farms. It should evaluate the limitations and validate the models used here; it should
determine to what extent current practice with
engineering models fails to capture the removal of
kinetic energy demonstrated in our simulations; it
should assess the effects of offshore wind energy use
on coastal, onshore wind energy; and it should analyse
cross-border effects in neighbouring regions, such as
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, or Denmark.
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2

Background: More than wakes

Offshore wind energy is seen increasingly as an
important contributor for the transition to a carbon-free sustainable energy system in Germany, and
in Europe. A number of recent energy scenarios that
aim to reduce German CO2 emissions to 95 % or more
by 2050 envision that offshore wind energy can
contribute substantially to this goal.
The scenarios for offshore wind energy (Figure 1)
project that the installed capacity of Germany’s
offshore areas (around 8 GW at the end of 2019)1 will
increase by more than eight times to 45 to 70 GW2.
Yet, the size of offshore regions that Germany admin1

Deutsche WindGuard (2018)

2

Acatech et al. (2017), Agora Energiewende
(2020), BDI (2018), BMU (2015), MWV (2018),
Stiftung Offshore (2017)

isters are relatively small. They are located primarily
in the North Sea, and in border regions administered
by neighbouring countries that also intend to develop
offshore wind energy. This raises the question of what
will happen to wind energy yields when offshore
wind farms are expanded to unprecedented scales.
Research over the past few years has evaluated how
much wind energy can be expected when used at a
very large scale. While such scenarios are hypothetical, they highlight a critical effect: As more wind
turbines use more and more of the kinetic energy of
the winds in the atmosphere, wind speeds decline,
which results in lower yields. These wind speed
reductions are a necessary consequence of the
limited ability of the atmosphere to generate motion
set by thermodynamics, as has been known for a

Installed offshore wind capacity for Germany‘s 95% climate target scenarios in GW

Figure 1
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Acatech et al. (2017), Agora Energiewende (2020), BDI (2018), BMU (2015), MWV (2018), Stiftung Offshore (2017)
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while now3. It limits the supply rate of kinetic energy
to the near-surface atmosphere at a global average of
about 1 W m-2 of surface area. Although the supply
rate of kinetic energy to the near-surface atmosphere
varies from area to area, if wind energy use comes
close to the supply rate at large scales, wind speeds
necessarily decline. If these wind speed reductions
are not taken into account in large-scale wind energy
potentials, as is common practice, estimates of
large-scale wind energy potential are too high and
become inconsistent with the limited ability of the
atmosphere to generate kinetic energy4. The main
3

Lorenz (1955), Gustavson (1979), Kleidon (2010), Miller et
al. (2011)

4

Gans et al. (2012), Miller and Kleidon (2016)

purpose of this report is to evaluate this critical effect
on wind energy yields in the scenarios for the
German energy transition.
This interplay between larger wind energy use and
lower wind speeds is clearly shown by the idealized
climate model simulations of Miller and Kleidon5
(Figure 2 left). Considering wind turbines installed
over the whole planet at different installed capacities,
they showed that more wind energy use resulted in
lower wind speeds near the surface, which disproportionally lowered the yields of wind turbines since
kinetic energy flux depends on wind speed to the
power of 3. A reduction of wind speeds by 10%, for
5

Miller and Kleidon (2016)

Recent modelling results suggest that yields decline when wind energy is used at large scales

Figure 2
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Left: Simulated electricity generation and mean wind speeds in idealized scenarios of complete coverage of the world with
wind turbines of different installed capacities. The maximum generation results from reduced wind speeds at higher
installed capacities. (Note that the maximum over land is broader than over the ocean and is reached at a higher installed
capacity of 25 Wi m-2.)
Right: Simulated drop in efficiency, defined as the capacity factor of a wind farm relative to an isolated turbine, with a
greater wind farm area in an idealized scenario of offshore wind energy in the North Sea.
Left: Miller and Kleidon (2016); right: Volker et al. (2017)
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example, reduces the kinetic energy flux to (90 %)3
= 73 %, representing a reduction by 27 %. What this
research suggests is that when wind energy is used at
larger scales, the efficiency of wind turbines is
reduced due to atmospheric effects, resulting in lower
capacity factors and fewer full-load hours. Yet, the
simulations considered idealised cases and the results
are not specific enough to be used for practical yield
estimates in energy scenarios.
Lower yields when wind energy is used at larger
scales were also reported by Volker and colleagues6
for a set of hypothetical wind farms of different sizes
located in the North Sea (Figure 2 right). They consid6

Volker et al. (2017)

ered a number of wind farms of different installed
capacity and turbine spacing and evaluated the effect
of size. The larger the wind farms were that they
considered, the lower the yields, or efficiency, of the
turbines compared with the yield of an isolated wind
turbine without wake effects. Current wind farms in
the North Sea are typically less than 100 km2, which
results in a fairly small reduction in efficiency.
However, when the size is expanded by a factor of
ten, as expected in the energy scenarios for 2050,
these simulations suggest that efficiency will decline
by more than 30 %. While turbine technology is likely
to develop in the next thirty years, the cause for this
reduced efficiency in the simulations is not the
technology but the limited ability of the atmosphere
to replenish the kinetic energy of the wind farm

The yields of many wind turbines decline by different factors relative
to an individual turbine

Figure 3

Small vertical renewal rate from above
Typical value: ≈ 2 W m-2 per surface area
Reduced
wind speeds

Wake
effects

Large horizontal
kinetic energy
flux density
Typical value:
550 W m-2
per crosssectional area
Individual
turbine

Wind
farm

Typically under consideration

Regional
potentials
This project

In a wind farm (middle), wake effects (indicated by the purple shade) of turbines reduce yields of turbines located downwind.
At regional scales (right), the effect of turbines of removing kinetic energy from the atmosphere (indicated by pink shade)
lowers wind speeds and yields in downwind regions. The values shown in the figure are based on typical values for the
annual means for the North Sea, but the actual values show large variations due to varying wind conditions. Note that
the magnitude of the vertical renewal rate is limited by the comparatively low generation rate of kinetic energy by the
atmosphere, which is set by thermodynamics.
MPI-BGC (2020)
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region. This research suggests that as offshore wind
energy expands in scale, one would expect that yields
decrease due to atmospheric effects. In this study we
will evaluate whether this suggestion holds when
considering large installed capacities in the North Sea
as well as substantially larger wind turbines with
altered power and thrust curves.
Current energy scenarios typically assume an
increase in turbine efficiencies, as expressed by the
capacity factor or full-load hours, due to technological developments. The goal here is to evaluate the
relevance of atmospheric effects in reducing yields in
realistic scenarios of offshore wind energy development in the North Sea using two methods that differ
in their complexity. The focus is to evaluate yields
that go beyond the typical wake effects considered
for wind farms (Figure 3).
We distinguish between the wake effect of individual
turbines that reduces the yield of downwind turbines
from the kinetic energy removal effect that all
turbines cause, resulting in reduced wind speeds and
the yield of wind turbines in the region. Wake effects
occur behind the wind turbine rotors and the depleted
winds are replenished by the surrounding flow. An
incomplete replenishment results in a reduced yield
of downwind turbines. This effect is well studied and
regularly included in yield estimates for wind farms,
though it is assumed that the surrounding flow is not
affected. Our focus here is to include this effect on the
surrounding flow and thereby calculate the overall
reduction of kinetic energy of the regional air flow in
regional scenarios of offshore wind energy. This
study considers the more comprehensive impact of
wake effects, which includes the impact on air flow at
larger scales.
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3

Goals and offshore wind expansion scenarios

This project evaluates a set of offshore scenarios with
total installed capacities of offshore wind power
covering the range that is considered in German
energy scenarios for 2050. We focus these scenarios
on the German section of the Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ) of the North Sea (Figure 4), as it contains

the majority of regions suitable for offshore wind
energy in Germany. In the scenarios, we use the
characteristics of a hypothetical 12 MW turbine
(Figure 5), which we then use to develop different
scenarios (Table 2).

Offshore wind energy clusters in the German North Sea

Figure 4

56.0 °N

Area 2 (pink )
447 3 k m²
Area 1 ( green)
27 67 k m²

55.0 °N
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German North Sea - Clusters area and perimeters
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7.0 °E

8.0 °E
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Data source: Eurostat, BSH
Created with QGIS

The German North Sea and its Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ, blue area) with offshore wind energy clusters in the near-shore
Area 1 (green) and potential additional clusters in the far-shore Area 2 (pink). The area and perimeter is given for each cluster.
Area 3 refers to Areas 1 and 2 in combination.
MPI-BGC (2020)
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3.1 S
 uitable areas for offshore
wind energy
We considered two areas suitable for offshore wind
energy generation in the North Sea (Figure 4), a
near-shore Area 1 and a far-shore Area 2. These
areas, which are separated by a major shipping route,
were determined by excluding other maritime uses
following the procedure recommended by the Federal
Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH). We
excluded shipping routes, areas next to cables and
pipelines, as well as areas for nature protection,
research, and military purposes7.
7

The spatial data of the German maritime area, military areas, pipeline areas and wind park clusters in
area 1 were downloaded from the geodata portal of the
German service of maritime navigation and the seas
(BSH, https://www.geoseaportal.de). The coordinates of
shipping routes and research areas were extracted from
the regional planning document (https://www.bsh.de/
DE/THEMEN/Offshore/Meeresraumplanung/Nationale_

The resulting clusters in Area 1 amount to a total
windfarm coverage area of 2,767 km2, while the
clusters in Area 2 amount to a total windfarm
coverage area of 4,473 km2. Area 3 combines Areas 1
and 2, resulting in a total windfarm coverage area of
7,240 km2. Note that current expansion plans for
offshore wind energy in Germany only consider
clusters in Area 1. Also note that these areas only
refer to places where wind turbines are being
installed. These areas are necessary to convert a
given density of installed capacity into an actual
number of wind turbines and a total installed
capacity. For the estimation of wind energy yields,
the areas between windfarms are also considered
because the wakes from upwind windfarms recover
in these areas, at least in part.

Raumplanung/_Anlagen/Downloads/Raumordungsplan_
Textteil_Nordsee.pdf). Nature protection areas were
obtained from the German Federal Agency of Nature
Conservation.

Power curve of a hypothetical 12 MW wind turbine in the offshore wind energy scenarios

Figure 5
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3.2 Assumed turbine technology

3.3 Definition of scenarios

We used the specifications of a hypothetical 12 MW
wind turbine, “BSH-200-P12”, obtained from Deutsche
WindGuard on behalf of BSH. The turbine is assumed
to have a hub height of 140 m, a rotor-swept diameter
of 200 m, a cut-in velocity of 3 m/s, a rated velocity of
about 12 m/s, and a cut-out velocity of 28 m/s. The
power curve of this turbine is shown in Figure 5.

We developed a range of scenarios using different
densities of installed capacity, ranging from
5 MW/km2 to 20 MW/km2 for Area 1, Area 2 and
Area 3 (Table 2). This yields a range of total installed
capacity from 13.8 GW to 144.8 GW, corresponding to
a total of 1,153 to 12,067 GW turbines with 12 MW
each. The abbreviations for these scenarios are listed
in the first column of Table 2 and are composed of the
installed capacity density (5 to 20 MW km-2) followed
by the areas populated by the turbines (A1, A2, A3).

When operated in isolation, this turbine would be
expected to yield about 4,410 – 4,930 hours of
full-load or about 53 to 59 GWh/year given the typical
wind conditions of the region (Figure 6). The range of
hours of full-load comes from the different wind
forcing data used for the evaluations here.

Note that the current expansion plans for offshore
wind energy only consider Area 1, not Area 2 or
Area 3. The associated scenarios 5A1 to 20A1 repre-

List of considered scenarios with different capacity densities and areas of installations.

Scenario

Capacity density
(MW/km2)

Area used

Table 2

Installed capacity

Number of

(GW)

12 MW turbines

5A1

5.0

A1

13.8

1,153

5A2

5.0

A2

22.4

1,864

5A3

5.0

A1 + A2

36.2

3,017

7.5A1

7.5

A1

20.8

1,729

7.5A2

7.5

A2

33.5

2,796

7.5A3

7.5

A1 + A2

54.3

4,525

10A1

10.0

A1

27.7

2,306

10A2

10.0

A2

44.7

3,728

10A3

10.0

A1 + A2

72.4

6,033

12.5A1

12.5

A1

34.6

2,882

12.5A2

12.5

A2

55.9

4,659

12.5A3

12.5

A1 + A2

90.5

7,542

20A1

20.0

A1

55.3

4,612

20A2

20.0

A2

89.5

7,455

20A3

20.0

A1 + A2

144.8

12,067

DTU and MPI-BGC (2020)
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sent a range of 13.8 to 55.3 GW of installed capacity,
and thus do not cover the complete range of the
scenarios shown in Figure 1 for the year 2050. The
scenarios 12.5A3, 20A2 and 20A3 take into account
installed capacities that exceed the total installed
capacity that is currently considered in energy
scenarios for the year 2050. They are included here
to perform the evaluation with a consistent setup.

3.4 T
 ypical wind climatology
in the region

turbine), 3 – 12 m/s (generation depends on wind
speed), 12 – 28 m/s (generation at turbine’s capacity)
and above (no generation). These wind regimes
represent 5.8 %, 61.5 %, 32.6 %, and 0.1 % of the time,
respectively. Under these wind conditions, one would
expect a single turbine to have 4,928 hours of
full-load per year, yielding a capacity factor of 56.3 %
and generated electricity of 59.1 GWh per year. This
estimate represents an ideal reference case without
the reduction effects due to wakes and kinetic
energy removal.

As background, the wind climatology of the region is
shown in Figure 6, using observations at a 100 m
height from the FINO-1 observation platform in the
North Sea. It shows the frequency distribution of
wind speeds (Figure 6 left) and directions (Figure 6
right), and groups these into different wind regimes:
wind speeds < 3 m/s (no power generated by the
Histogram of wind speeds observed at the FINO-1 observation platform at a height of 100m (left)
and the dominant wind directions (right).
1.0
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The light pink and light green areas (left) indicate the region at which
a single 12 MW turbine would generate electricity; the light green
area indicates where it would operate at its rated capacity.
MPI-BGC (2020)
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4 Methods
4.1 Overview
We use two methods, KEBA and WRF, to estimate wind
speed reductions using descriptions of the atmospheric
flow surrounding the wind farm regions. While these
effects on wind speed have not been tested against
observations, partly due to the fact that such large
wind farms do not yet exist, there are good reasons to
think that these estimations are realistic. While the
KEBA method is based on physical first principles, the
WRF method is based on physical descriptions of
atmospheric flow. The latter is commonly used to
simulate realistic regional weather and climate.

In addition to simulating reduced wind speeds, we
obtained wind turbine yields for the scenarios listed
in Table 2. The two methods differ substantially in
complexity, with KEBA being simple and fast, and
WRF being highly detailed and requiring a computer
cluster to perform the simulations. Because of the
computational intensity of the WRF method, only
some of the scenarios have been evaluated.
The main features of the two methods are summarized in Table 3.

Summary of the two methods used to simulate the effects of wind speed reductions
on energy yields for the offshore scenarios.
KEBA Method
Simulations run by

Table 3
WRF Method

MPI: Max-Planck-Institute for

DTU: Technical University of Denmark,

Biogeochemistry

Department of Wind Energy

Meaning of acronym

Kinetic Energy Budget of the Atmosphere Weather Research and Forecast model

Type of method

Box model implemented in a

Numerical model used for weather fore-

spreadsheet

casting simulating the three-dimensional
atmospheric flow on a high resolution
grid with dimensions of 2 km. Model
code executed on a cluster computer

Input data

Time series of observed wind speeds,

Time series of three dimensional me-

taken from the FINO-1 observation

teorological fields from the European

platform for the years 2004-20158

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

Output

Time series of total yield and

Time series of three-dimensional fields

wind speed reduction

of meteorological variables and yields of
different wind farm clusters

8

The evaluations with FINO-1 data were performed using only the first part of the time series, during which the measuring site
is unlikely to be influenced by surrounding wind farms. However, no notable difference in the results could be found.

DTU and MPI-BGC (2020)
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4.2 K
 EBA: Kinetic Energy Budget
of the Atmosphere

A full exploration of such sensitivities is beyond the
scope of the present study. Note that the use of the
boundary layer height H means that an increase of
mixing because of the wind turbines is accounted for
as long as these effects remain within the boundary
layer. Different configurations for the width and
downwind length were used, as described below.

The KEBA method uses the kinetic energy budget of
the atmosphere surrounding the wind farms to
diagnose wind speed reductions and estimates
energy yields (Figure 7).
To set up this budget, a rectangular box is considered
with dimensions representative of the wind farm
region. The dimensions of the box are given by an
effective cross-sectional width W, a height H, and a
downwind length L (as labelled in Figure 7). The
height H is taken to be 700 m, representative of the
typical height of the well-mixed maritime boundary
layer. For the drag coefficient Cd, a typical value of
0.001 was used. These two parameters somewhat
affect the estimates of the KEBA method and may
change depending on the particular region or season,
yet the sensitivity of the results is relatively insensitive to reasonable variations of these two parameters.

The kinetic energy budget of this box consists of
fluxes that supply and remove kinetic energy. The
supply of kinetic energy comes from the influx
through the upwind cross-sectional area, which is
proportional to air density ρ and wind speed cubed
(ρ/2 vin3; dark blue arrow in Figure 7), and the vertical
mixing from above (light blue arrow). This latter flux
is assumed to be similar to the natural, frictional
dissipation, which is characterized by the so-called
drag formulation of shear stress (ρ Cd vin3) with a drag
coefficient Cd, which also depends on wind speed
cubed, but has a much smaller magnitude.

The KEBA method uses the kinetic energy budget of the atmosphere surrounding the wind farm
region to estimate an effective wind speed and its associated wind energy yields

Figure 7
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Kinetic energy is removed from the box due to the
energy removed by the wind turbines (blue-grey
arrow in Figure 7), to wake turbulence (turquoise
arrow), to frictional dissipation at the surface (pink
arrow), and to the outflow through the downwind
cross-sectional area of the box (purple arrow). The
energy removed by the turbines is described by the
power curve (Figure 5) and the number of wind
turbines of the scenario. Wake turbulence is taken to
be 1/2 of the removed energy by the turbines9.
Surface frictional dissipation and outflow use the
same formulations as the influxes of kinetic energy,
except that the employed effective wind velocity is
smaller than the velocity of the inflow.
The terms of the kinetic energy budget yield a
formula that describes the effective velocity of air
flow within the box from which the yield is estimated. It requires the specification of the box dimensions, the drag coefficient, the power curve as well as
the number of turbines of the scenario together with
a time series of observed wind speeds. The chosen
parameter values as well as the dimensions used for
the scenarios are specified in the Appendix. The
observations from FINO-1 (Figure 6) were used to
provide the input wind speeds.
We considered different configurations for the width
and downwind length, resulting in a set of four KEBA
estimates. The first case (“reference”) assumes a
simple layout in which all wind turbines are located
in a hypothetical square representative of the total
cluster area (as shown in Figure 4). The horizontal
dimensions of this square are 52.6 km for Area 1,
66.9 km for Area 2, and 85.1 km for Area 3. The
second case (“directions”) considers the specific
dimensions of the clusters as well as the wind
directions in the estimate, with wind directions
being partitioned into 8 classes (as shown in Figure 6
on the right).

9

Corten (2001)

Two other cases are considered that demonstrate the
importance of these dimensions. In a third case
(“widest”), the widest width of the cross-sectional
area of the clusters for the main wind direction from
the southwest is used, while the fourth case (“longest”)
considers the longest downwind length in the main
wind direction.
Cases 1, 3, and 4 are evaluated with an Excel spreadsheet, while Case 2 (“directions”) was implemented in
a relatively simple computer programme. Cases 1 and
2 aimed to provide reasonable estimates of wind
energy yields, while Cases 3 and 4 (“widest” and
“longest”) are hypothetical and have the purpose of
illustrating the importance of the dimensions and
layout of wind farms.

4.3 W
 RF: Weather Research and
Forecasting Model
Mesoscale modelling
The central element of the methodology employed by
DTU is the mesoscale model known as Weather
Research and Forecasting Model (WRF10). This model
provides numerical weather prediction of the kind
that is used by weather forecasting centres and
researchers all over the world, including National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) in the
USA. Mesoscale modelling refers to scales of motions
in the atmosphere down to approximately 1 km in
size. A mesoscale model is able to capture the development of weather systems, such as low pressure
systems, and the development and passage of frontal
systems. Mesoscale modelling attempts to capture the
dynamics of motions of the atmosphere and thermodynamics of the atmosphere. Some processes of the
atmosphere are resolved by the model grid, whereas
other processes need to be parameterized because
either they are not resolved by the grid, or because
the model does not represent the physics of a particular process. Parameterizations may include convec10

Skamarock et al. (2008)
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tion, turbulence, radiative transfer, and air surface
interaction, among other processes.
The National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) in the USA coordinates workshops and
tutorials for a community of around 50,000 users
worldwide.
Representing wind farms in mesoscale models
The WRF mesoscale model cannot resolve the
influence of wind turbines directly due to the difference in scale between model resolution and the scale
of the turbines. Therefore, the influence of wind
turbines needs to be parameterized in the mesoscale
model. Two main parameterizations have been
developed for this purpose in the WRF model, the
Explicit Wake Parameterization (hereafter referred to
as EWP11) and the Wind Farm Parameterization
(hereafter referred to as WFP12). For full details of the
parameterizations, see the respective publications. In
the following paragraphs, the essential elements and
comparisons of the methods are described.

the turbulence parameterization within WRF. The
EWP method leaves the generation of turbulent
kinetic energy and increased mixing to the turbulence parameterization model in WRF.
The two methods were compared at the Horn Rev
wind farm and checked against wind measurement
data13. Filtering the measurement data to focus on
10 m/s westerly inflow in neutral conditions, a study
found that the EWP and WFP methods had a similar
maximum deficit on the downwind side of the Horn
Rev wind farm (0.1 % difference), but that the wind
speed dropped initially more rapidly in the WFP
scheme. The wake recovery was more rapid in the
WFP method. At 2 km and 6 km downwind, the wind
speed was approximately 5 % and 3 % higher, respectively, than measurements, while the EWP method
was closer to measurement. As a consequence of the
difference in wake recovery rates, the length of the
wakes is longer in EWP (at 21 km) than in WFP (at
11 km) - measured by the distance where the wind
speed recovers to within 7.5 % of the undisturbed flow.

The Explicit Wake Parameterization (EWP) works by
imposing a turbine thrust in the opposite direction to
the wind direction, causing a deceleration in the flow
of air. Any mesoscale grid box with wind turbines
present will impose this thrust on the flow. The
magnitude of the thrust is a function of the number of
turbines and the wind speed. The thrust is centred
around the hub height and distributed vertically
above and below the rotor diameter in order to
represent a vertical expansion of the turbine wake
occurring in the mesoscale grid box. This is one of the
main differences in the EWP method and the WFP
method. In WFP the distribution of the thrust is
defined by the rotor intersection area at different
heights. Another important difference is that the
WFP method, while not modelling wake farm expansion within a grid box, adds turbulent kinetic energy
in the mesoscale model to trigger greater mixing via

One study found that within large wind farms winds
tended to be lower in WFP than in EWP14. A very
recent study15 has used the EWP and WFP parameterizations to investigate wakes at the Sandbank and
DanTysk windfarms in the North Sea, and validated
them against mean wind farm wind speed and wind
farm power generation data from these wind farms for
2018. The EWP scheme yielded a bias of 0.23 m/s and
0.18 m/s at Sandbank and DanTysk, respectively,
compared with WFP, which yielded a bias of
-0.14 m/s and -0.21 m/s for the two wind farms.
Similarly, the estimated mean power generation is
overestimated using EWP by 18 GW (out of a rated
power of 288 GW) and 12 GW (out of a rated power of
288 GW) for the two wind farms, and underestimated
using WFP by 4 GW and 7 GW, respectively. Alto-

13

Volker et al. (2015)

11

Volker et al. (2015)

14

Volker et al. (2017)

12

Fitch et al. (2012)

15

Langor (2019)
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Wind farm efficiency plotting against wind farm size for 3 different installed capacity densities
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The wind climate is from Horn Rev in the North Sea.
Volker et al. (2017)

gether, the net effect of these differences in wind farm
parametrizations depend on the influence of intrafarm wake losses and inter-farm wakes losses, i.e. the
losses caused by wakes developed by a wind farm’s
own turbines and losses caused by wakes from a
neighbouring wind farm.
Examples of previous work using this kind
of modelling
Volker et al. (2017) is an example of a study that uses
mesoscale wind farm parameterizations and investigates wind farm production via modelling different
size wind farms, with different installed capacity
densities subject to different wind climates. Defining
the efficiency of a wind farm as the ratio of production accounting for wake losses to production with no
wake losses, Figure 8 shows how the efficiency drops
as wind farm size increases. Very large wind farms
and high installed capacity densities exacerbate the
drop in efficiency.

Nevertheless, even when accounting for wake losses16,
reasonable choices exist for numerous large wind
farms that can meet electricity demand in the USA or
the European Union before low efficiencies occur.
Mesoscale modelling including wind farm wake
effects was performed for an existing wind farm
cluster in the USA17. The study used mesoscale
modelling to estimate generation losses at one wind
farm due to the wakes of an upwind farm. An example
flow situation is given that exhibits a power generation loss of one sixth of the effected wind farm
capacity (45 MW out of 270 MW).
Specific WRF set-up
The WRF version used is WRF 3.8.1. The WRF model
domain consists of 3 one-way nested domains with a
resolution of 18 km (outermost domain 1), 6km, and
16

Badger and Volker (2017)

17

Lundquist et al. (2019)
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2 km resolution (innermost domain). Figure 9 shows
the computational domains used with focus on the
coverage of the southeast part of the North Sea. The
results from the highest resolution innermost domain
were then analysed. The forcing data for the lateral
boundary conditions come from the ECMWFs ERA5
Reanalysis dataset18. The sea surface temperatures
come from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature
and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA19). A full calendar year is
18

C3S (2017)

19

Donlon et al. (2012)

simulated for each scenario. It is split up into blocks
of 11 days, whereby the past 24 hours of a block
overlap with the first 24 hours of the following block.
In each block, the first 24 hours is discarded due to
model spin-up. For the sake of method transparency,
the “namelist” for the WRF model simulations is given
in the Appendix.
The wind farms are represented in the mesoscale
model by projecting the extent of future wind farm
areas onto the model grid boxes. Figure 10 shows the
wind farm locations within the innermost computa-

Map showing the nested WRF calculation domains used for this study

Figure 9

Surface elevation (m)
There are three domains: the outer domain comprising the whole displayed map; the
intermediate domain comprising much of the British Isles and Northern Germany and southern
Scandinavia; and the inner domain, comprising the south eastern North Sea and parts of Northern
Germany and Western Denmark.
DTU (2020)
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tional domain on the 2 km grid boxes. The individual
extent of each wind farm area is resolved so that even
gaps between the wind farms areas can be seen.
Selection of the WRF simulation year
The foundation for the selection of a climatological
representative year was based on tabulated data from
the Central European (CE) domain, which was created
within the New European Wind Atlas project. The
available data range at the point of determination
were full-year runs from 2001 to 2017. The different
years were compared in three different categories
important for wind farm wakes: wind speed distribution, wind direction distribution, and atmospheric
stability. The following analysis was then performed
for 10 randomly selected points in the southern North
Sea area. First, a climatological representative year
based on the distribution average of all years between
2001 and 2017 was constructed for each parameter at
the given location and compared with the distribution
of a particular year at that location. The earth mover’s

distance was used as an objective measure for the
similarity of the distributions. Then, the different
years were ranked for each parameter at each
location. As a final step, the year with the highest
ranking of 10 locations was chosen. The different
parameters were set to have equal weight in the
decision process. The outcome of the representative
year analysis was 2006.

Maps showing the representation of wind farms in inner area A1 (left)
and in the inner and outer areas A3 (right).

Figure 10
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Comparison of distributions of wind speed (top left), wind direction (top right), and boundary
layer stability (bottom) for the simulation year (2006) and the reference period
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5

Results

5.1 Overview

5.2 KEBA results

The two methods to estimate the effect of wind speed
reductions on offshore wind energy yields provide
rather different forms of output. The KEBA method,
implemented in a spreadsheet, provides highly
abstracted and aggregated outcomes for the scenarios, while the WRF simulations provide highly
detailed fields of output that can be used to estimate
yields within each of the clusters in the areas.
In the following, the results of each method are
described individually and are then compared to
each other.

The KEBA estimates for the different scenarios are
summarized in Table 4 and shown in Figures 12 and
13 in terms of estimated annual yields and turbine
efficiencies (i.e., estimated yield relative to an isolated
turbine). These estimates are compared with the
yields of single, isolated turbines (columns “Isolated”
in Table 4), that is to say, the case without any wake
or kinetic energy removal effects.
The estimates by KEBA are generally lower due to the
reduced wind speeds. This reduction effect becomes
more important in the scenarios with a higher

Summary of the yield estimates in the KEBA approach for the different scenarios

Table 4

KEBA Cases
“Isolated”

“Reference”

“Directions”

“Widest”

“Longest”

Yield

FLH

Yield

FLH

Yield

FLH

Yield

FLH

Yield

FLH

Scenario

(GW)

(h/a)

(GW)

(h/a)

(GW)

(h/a)

(GW)

(h/a)

(GW)

(h/a)

5A1

7.8

4,928

6.4

4,065

6.0

3,808

7.1

4,499

5.3

3,358

5A2

12.6

4,928

10.0

3,913

9.0

3,545

11.1

4,351

8.9

3,488

5A3

20.4

4,928

15.4

3,729

15.0

3,623

18.3

4,431

13.7

3,318

7.5A1

11.7

4,928

8.8

3,713

8.3

3,520

10.2

4,309

6.7

2,830

7.5A2

18.9

4,928

13.5

3,530

12.3

3,203

15.8

4,129

11.6

3,031

7.5A3

30.5

4,928

20.5

3,309

20.3

3,280

26.1

4,213

17.6

2,841

10A1

15.6

4,928

10.9

3,449

10.3

3,261

13.0

4,118

7.8

2,471

10A2

25.2

4,928

16.4

3,216

14.9

2,913

20.0

3,920

13.5

2,646

10A3

40.7

4,928

24.5

2,966

24.8

3,002

33.1

4,008

20.4

2,470

12.5A1

19.5

4,928

12.6

3,190

12.0

3,057

15.7

3,979

8.6

2,180

12.5A2

31.5

4,928

18.8

2,949

17.0

2,671

23.7

3,716

15.1

2,367

12.5A3

50.9

4,928

27.7

2,683

28.5

2,762

39.5

3,826

22.4

2,170

20A1

31.1

4,928

16.4

2,600

16.2

2,559

22.4

3,548

10.0

1,584

20A2

50.3

4,928

23.8

2,331

21.9

2,144

32.8

3,214

17.9

1,754

20A3

81.5

4,928

34.2

2,070

37.0

2,237

55.5

3,360

26.1

1,580

MPI-BGC (2020)
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installed capacity. For relatively low installed capacities, as in the scenarios 5A1 to 5A3, KEBA estimates
yield reductions by about 18.0 to 26.5 % (for cases
“Reference” and “Directions”). This reduction
increases with greater installed capacities to
47.3 to 58.0 % in scenarios 20A1 to 20A3 (Figure 13).
The effects of the layout of the clusters can be seen in
the hypothetical cases “Widest” and “Longest”. The
“Widest” case considers a wider cross-sectional area
into which kinetic energy is imported in the wind
farm region, so the effects can still occur, but at a

smaller magnitude. As this case uses the dimensions
of the dominant wind direction, the results are not
representative for the overall yield of all wind farms
as it yields estimates that are too high. The “Longest”
case considers the longest downwind dimension so
the effect of wind speed reductions is enhanced,
resulting in lower yields than the “Reference” case.
The estimated change in the wind speed distribution
is illustrated for two of the scenarios in Figure 14. It
shows the wind speed distribution observed at the
FINO-1 station and the estimated reductions in the

Annual yields estimated by the different KEBA cases for the scenarios

Figure 12
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scenarios 5A1 and 20A1. High wind speeds noticeably decrease in frequency, while lower wind speeds
below the rated velocity increase, so the distribution
results in a shift such that wind turbines are likely to
operate more often below their capacity. The strong
change in response around the rated velocity of 12
m/s is due to the difference in the functional relationship by which wind turbines remove kinetic energy.
Below the rated velocity, wind turbines remove
kinetic energy proportional to the kinetic energy flux,
while above the rated velocity wind turbines operate
at capacity and thus remove a fixed amount. The

spike at 3 m/s in the histograms is due to reaching the
cut-in velocity.
As KEBA is based on the budgeting of kinetic energy
fluxes, it is instructive to look at how these kinetic
energy fluxes change in scenarios of higher installed
capacity. Figure 15 shows three selected scenarios,
5A1, 10A1, and 20A1, with installed capacities of
about 14 GW, 28 GW, and 55 GW respectively for the
KEBA “Reference” case. It shows that in the 5A1
scenario with relatively low installed capacities, wind
turbines extract a comparatively small fraction of

Mean turbine efficiencies (yields in relation to estimated yields from isolated turbines)
estimated for the different KEBA cases in scenarios

Figure 13
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Power (MW)

Change in wind speed frequency estimated for different scenarios (bottom)
and power curve for the assumed 12 MW turbine (top)

Figure 14
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The 5A1 (red dotted line, 14 GW installed capacity) and the 20A1 (red solid line, 55 GW installed capacity) scenarios are
compared with the climatology of wind speeds observed at the FINO-1 platform. Also shown for comparison at the top is
the power curve for the assumed 12 MW turbine.
MPI-BGC (2020)

Estimated kinetic energy influxes and outflows
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The same colours are used for the arrows in the KEBA schematic diagram in Figure 7.
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15 % of the kinetic energy that enters the surrounding
atmosphere. This fraction increases to 26 % in the
10A1 scenario and to 39% in the 20A1 scenario, so
that the removal of kinetic energy by the wind
turbines makes up an increasing share of the kinetic
energy transported to the region. This increasing
proportion can explain why wind speeds decrease
within the region as installed capacities increase, and
why, as a result, the yields decline.

reference simulation at the same time. This is given
solely as an example to indicate that the wind speed
deficit extends to 100 km downwind of the wind
farms. It also indicates the complexity of the patterns
in the wind speed difference. It produces negative
differences, as shown by the wakes, and positive
differences, indicating faster speeds than in the
reference simulation.
In Figure 17 the total effect on mean wind speed of the
wind farms for the entire year is shown for the same
scenario. Here the downwind extent of the wakes is
less pronounced because given the range of wind
directions the wake effect is smeared out by the
averaging. Nevertheless, it can be seen that within
the wind farms there is a significant reduction in
wind speed (> 25 % lower) and within 10 km of the
wind farms the wind speed decreases markedly
(> 10 % lower).

5.3 WRF results
Wind speed of the mesoscale simulations
In this section the mesoscale modelling outputs are
presented for a single scenario to indicate the behaviour of the wind farm wakes. Figure 16 shows a map
of the wind speed difference for the scenario with
maximum installed capacity density and number of
wind farms shown for a particular time, namely
26 October 2006 at 15:00 GMT, compared with the

Map showing the difference between wind speed at approximately hub height for
scenario 20A3 and the reference simulation for 15:00 GMT on 26 October 2006

Figure 16
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downwind of the wind farms and wind farm clusters, can be seen. Higher winds than those in the
reference simulation can also be seen.
DTU (2020)
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Maps showing the mean velocity (top) and relative difference of wind speed relative to the
reference (bottom) at approximately hub height for scenario 20A3 during the entire simulation
period for 2006

Figure 17
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Windfarm production under different scenarios
In this section we investigate the power yield of the
wind farms indicated in Figure 10 under the different scenarios with mesoscale modelling. The scenarios selected for the mesoscale simulations are given
in Table 5.
Figure 18 shows the annual (2006) mean power
output for each wind farm and for each of the mesoscale modelled scenarios, plotted against wind farm

56

area. To understand the plot one can first examine the
mean power output of the largest wind farm (SG6),
with an area of 2,097.3 km2. In the 20A3 scenario the
wind farm has a mean power output of 8.3 GW from
its nearly 3,495 12 MW turbines. In the scenarios
12.5A3, 10A3, 7.5A3, and 5A3 the mean power output
drops to 7.1 GW (from 2,184 turbines), 6.5 GW (from
1,747 turbines), 5.5 GW (from 1,310 turbines), and
4.2 GW (from 873 turbines), respectively. Hence it can
be seen that quadrupling the installed capacity

STUDY | Making the Most of Offshore Wind

Mean wind farm power output against wind farms area in different scenarios

Figure 18
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The colours represent the wind farm in accordance to Figure 10. The scenario is indicated by the
symbol and symbol size as indicated by the legend on the top left. Larger wind farms generate
more, but the effect is not directly proportional, i.e. a doubled area does not double generation.
Similarly, larger installed capacity densities for a given wind farm generate more power.
DTU (2020)

density does not quadruple the mean power output;
instead the factor is closer to 2 rather than 4.

20A3, its mean power output is 1.0 GW (from 253
turbines) and under scenario 5A3 it is 0.34 GW (from
63 turbines). Thus the quadrupling of capacity leads
to a power output increase of a factor of 3.1.

Looking at one of the smaller and more isolated wind
farms tells a different story. If one looks at the wind
farm N4 with an area of 151.9 km2, under scenario

Table showing the scenarios and scenario notation investigated with the mesoscale modelling
Scenario

Capacity density (MW/km2)

Area used

5A1

5.0

A1

5A3

5.0

A1 + A2

7.5A3

7.5

A1 + A2

10A1

10.0

A1

10A3

10.0

A1 + A2

12.5A3

12.5

A1 + A2

20A3

20.0

A1 + A2

Table 5

DTU (2020)
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A similarly sized wind farm in a more crowded
setting tells another story again. If one looks at the
wind at the wind farm N10 with an area of 161.6 km2
in the 20A3 scenario its mean power output is
0.85 GW (from 269 turbines) and in scenario 5A3 it is
0.34 GW (from 67 turbines). Hence, the quadrupling of
capacity leads to a power output increase of a factor
of 2.5. Although the wind farm is relatively small, its
output is behaving more like a very large wind farm,
because of its proximity to other wind farms.
Another way to look at Figure 18 is to look at 3 wind
farms in the middle range of size (between 310 and
350 km2) in particular N11 (the 4th largest), SG3 (the
5th largest), and N3 (the 6th largest). Their mean
power totals in scenario 20A3 differ. The 4th (N11)
largest wind farm has a power output over 2 GW,
followed by the 6th largest (N3) with 1.7 GW and the
5th largest (SG3) with 1.5 GW.

In all of the cases, the reasons for the difference may
be explained by (i) the wind farm location having a
favourable wind climate, (ii) the wind farm being
influenced by its own wakes, (iii) the wind farm being
influenced by the wakes of neighbouring wind farms,
or a combination of (i), (ii) and (iii).
To determine more precisely the cause of this behaviour, we examined the modelled generated wind farm
power density as a function of the nominal reference
power density.
For each wind farm, the modelled generated power
density is the mean power output (the value used for
y-axis of Figure 18) divided by the area of the wind
farm (the value used for the x-axis of Figure 18). For
each wind farm the nominal reference power density
is the hypothetical power the wind farm would
produce if there were no wake effects. Any variation
in power is due to the wind speed distribution alone.
Wind farm modelled generated power density as a

Modelled generated power density compared with nominal reference (no wake)
power density in the different scenarios
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function of the nominal reference power density is
shown in Figure 19. First, we examine the largest
wind farm (SG6) for the 5A3 scenario, with a nominal
reference power density of 2.5 W/m2 and a modelled
generated power density of 2 W/m2. The reason these
two values are not the same is because of wake
effects, both from within the farm and from neighbouring wind farms. The point thus lies under the 1:1
line in the graph. While increasing the installed
capacity density increases the nominal reference
power density proportionally, the modelled generated
power density increases yet reduces the ratio of
proportionality, departing further and further from
the 1:1 line. This indicates the increasing impact of
the wakes on power loss as capacity density rises.
The same behaviour is seen in the other wind farms
too, but to lesser and varying degrees. The relatively
small and isolated wind farm N52 exhibits this effect
the least of all.

The ratio of modelled generated wind farm power
density to nominal reference power density is the
wind farm efficiency. In Figure 20, wind farm
efficiency is shown for each wind farm relative to its
area. It can be seen here that efficiency is not a
function of wind farm size alone. As previously noted,
the impact of large neighbouring wind farms is an
additional influencing element. Consider wind farm
SG4. It has an efficiency of 90 % for scenario 5A3 and
70 % for scenario 20A3. Though this is the smallest
wind farm it also has close and very large neighbouring wind farms, and therefore is not the most efficient
wind farm. The second smallest wind farm N52 has a
higher efficiency, ranging from 92 % for scenario 5A3
to 75 % for scenario 20A3.
Similarly, the wind farm SG5 with its relative isolation performs relatively well compared with the
similarly sized N11, which has close and large
neighbouring wind farms. The lowest efficiencies are
exhibited by the biggest wind farm SG6, where the

Wind farm efficiency relative to wind farm area in different scenarios

Figure 20
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Aggregated generated power density relative to reference power density (no wake)
in different scenarios

Figure 21
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Aggregated relative efficiency relative to total wind farm area in different scenarios

Figure 22
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Comparison of yield estimates between the WRF and KEBA methods
(“Reference” and “Directions” cases)

Figure 23
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efficiency ranges from 76 % for scenario 5A3 to 38 %
for scenario 20A3.
Aggregated results
In this subsection figures from the individual wind
farms (Figure 19 and Figure 20) are presented for
aggregated wind farm production in each scenario.
This provides a very compact overview of the
results, though it does not examine individual wind
farm performance.

5.4 Comparison and interpretation
Comparison
The estimated yields of both methods are compared
in Table 5 and Figures 23 and 24. Both methods show
a high level of agreement in terms of yield reduction.
The estimates we used do not account for wake
effects or kinetic energy removal (“Isolated” in
Figures 23 and 24). The yield estimates differ slightly
between the two methods, with the WRF estimate
generally about 10 % lower than the KEBA method.
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This is attributable to two differences in the forcing.
First, WRF uses a single year (2006) for forcing, while
KEBA uses observations over the period 2004 – 2015.
Second, WRF uses a resolved spatial field with higher
wind speeds farther away from the coast (Area 2)
than nearer the coast (Area 1). Hence, the full-load
hours in scenarios that consider both areas (Area 3)
have more full-load hours than the scenarios that
only consider Area 1. By contrast, KEBA uses the
observations at a single point of the Fino-1 observation station, which may not be representative of the
wind fields over Areas 1 and 2.
Both methods show a growing yield reduction effect
as installed capacities increase (Figure 23), ranging
from a comparatively small reduction in the 5A1
scenario to a large reduction by more than 50 % in the
20A3 scenario. This reduction is reflected in the
average capacity factors, which decline from more
than 50 % in the “Isolated” reference estimates to
about 25 % in the 20A3 scenario (Figure 24), reducing

the full-load hours from 4,528 to 4,928 hours per year
down to 2,070 to 2,179 hours per year.
The yield reductions associated with installed
capacity increases are more easily seen by considering the effect on the average efficiency of the turbine
(Figure 24). Turbine efficiency compares the yield
estimate that accounts for the wind speed reduction
to the yield without this reduction. An efficiency of
100 % represents the yield of an isolated, single
turbine that sees no effects of wind speed reduction.
In the scenario with the lowest installed capacity
(5A1), WRF estimates a reduction of the efficiency to
85 %, while KEBA estimates a reduction of the
efficiency to 82 %, representing a difference of 4 %
between the methods. For the scenarios with the
highest installed capacity (20A3), WRF estimates a
reduction of the efficiency to 48 %, while KEBA
estimates a reduction of the efficiency to 42 %,
representing a difference of 13 %.

Comparison of WRF estimates with KEBA estimates (“Reference” and “Directions” cases)
for capacity factors and efficiencies
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While discrepancies in the estimates exist, they are
relatively minor compared with the overall yield
reduction in the “Isolated” cases. It should be noted,
however, that neither approach takes into account
other potential causes for inefficiencies that could
further lower yields.
Interpretation
Both methods show a remarkable level of agreement
regarding the overall magnitude of yield reductions
caused by wind turbines. While the WRF method
uses a state-of-the-art weather forecasting simulation model, the KEBA method uses a budget approach
to measure the flows of kinetic energy into the wind
farm regions. But both models capture the reduction
effects on wind speeds that are caused by the
removal of kinetic energy from the turbines. And
both show that large-scale deployments of wind
turbines in the North Sea region are likely to lower
yields in the region.
The reason for the yield reductions can be understood
by the atmospheric flows of kinetic energy (Figure 15).
The scenarios with greater installed capacities
approach levels that are similar to the levels of kinetic
energy that the atmosphere supplies to the wind farm
region. As these yield reduction effects relate to the
atmosphere, technological advances in the turbines are
unlikely to be able to offset them, although one may be
able to minimize the detrimental effects through better
planning of wind farm layouts in the region.
These yield reductions appear to be significant in
magnitude and would therefore need to be considered
in reasonable estimates about what to expect from
offshore wind energy in scenarios for the year 2050.
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Full results from the KEBA and WRF simulations
Formulation of scenarios

Results
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7.5A1

11.7

4,928

56 %

x

33.5

2,796

7.5A2

18.9

4,928

56 %

x

54.3

4,525

7.5A3

28.1

30.5

4,528

4,928

52 %

56 %

9%

27.7

2,306

10A1

13.9

15.6

4,410

4,928

50 %

56 %

12 %

x

44.7

3,728

10A2

x

72.4

6,033

10A3

34.6

2,883

12.5A1

19.5

4,928

56 %

x

55.9

4,660

12.5A2

31.5

4,928

56 %

x

90.5

7,541

12.5A3

55.3

4,612

20A1

31.1

4,928

56 %

x

89.5

7,455

20A2

50.3

4,928

56 %

x

144.8

12,067

20A3

4473
km2

Yield (GW)

12.6

18.7

20.4

4,928

4,528

25.2

37.4

46.8

74.9

40.7

50.9

81.5

4,928

56 %

52 %

4,928

4,528

4,538

4,528

4,928

4,928

4,928

56 %

9%

56 %

52 %

52 %

52 %

56 %

56 %

56 %

9%

9%

9%
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Table 6
Results
With wakes caused by kinetic energy removal
Yield (GW)

Full-load hours [h]

Capacity factor* [%]

WRF

KEBA

WRF

KEBA

WRF

KEBA

6.0

6.4

3,770

4,065

43 %

46 %

10.0

15.3

15.4

3,913

3,693

3,729

CF difference
KEBA - WRF

-8 %

Efficiency[%]
WRF

KEBA

85 %

82 %

45 %

42 %

43 %

Efficiency difference
KEBA-WRF

-4 %

79 %

-1 %

82 %

75 %

8.8

3,713

42 %

75 %

13.5

3,530

40 %

71 %

-8 %

20.8

20.5

3,348

3,309

38 %

38 %

1%

74 %

67 %

-9 %

10.3

10.9

3,255

3,449

37 %

39 %

-6 %

74 %

70 %

-6 %

16.4

25.1

28.7

36.0

24.5

3,216

3,040

2,966

37 %

35 %

34 %

65 %

2%

67 %

60 %

12.6

3,190

36 %

65 %

18.8

2,949

34 %

60 %

27.7

2,776

2,683

32 %

31 %

3%

61 %

54 %

16.4

2,600

30 %

53 %

23.8

2,331

27 %

47 %

34.2

2,179

2,070

25 %

24 %

5%

48 %

42 %

-10 %

-11 %

-13 %
* Other losses not included

DTU and MPI-BGC (2020)
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6 Conclusions
We evaluated different scenarios for offshore wind
energy in the German Bight of the North Sea ranging
from 13.8 to 144.8 GW of installed capacity. This
covers the range in published scenarios of offshore
wind energy in 2050 for the German energy transition. We investigated the extent to which the scenario yields are lowered by reduced wind speeds due
to the effects of wind turbines, which extract kinetic
energy from the atmospheric flow. We used two
approaches to evaluate these scenarios: the KEBA
approach, a simple accounting of the kinetic energy
budget; and the WRF approach, a highly detailed
numerical simulation of the atmosphere.
Both approaches predict similar levels of yield
reductions due to the effects of wind speeds across
the range of scenarios. These reductions are more
moderate – 82–85 % of the yield from an isolated
turbine – in the case of the scenario with the lowest
installed capacity (13.8 GW). The reductions rise as
installed capacity increases. By the high scenario
(144.8 GW), reductions amount to 42 – 48 % of the
yield from an isolated turbine.
The agreement between the two methods is quite
remarkable and suggests that it is the supply of
kinetic energy from atmospheric flows not the
technical specifications of the wind turbines that is
the primary limitation at these scales. This is further
supported by a previous study,20 which considered
different turbine technology but found similar yield
reduction levels.
From these results we conclude that wind speed
reductions need to be considered in German energy
scenarios for offshore wind energy in view of the fact
that they substantially lower expected yields.

20

Volker et al. (2017)
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7

Recommendations

This study suggests that in order to make better use of
offshore wind energy, wind farms should be planned
and developed with a coordinated long-term
approach that considers the co-dependency of
installed capacity density and areal coverage for
efficient deployment.

therefore essential to include in an energy resource
calculation? It is important to evaluate this question
and derive new recommendations on how planners
and the wind industry can better estimate resources
while accounting for the larger scale impacts of wind
farm wakes.

Based on our conclusion and potential shortcomings
of our study, we also recommend further research
ranging from the validation of yield reductions as
wind farms expand in scale to potential implications
for cross-country effects and onshore wind energy.

Onshore effects. As offshore wind farms extract
kinetic energy and cause substantial areas of depleted
wind speeds in the downwind direction, one may ask
about whether and how far these effects extend to
coastal areas. This question is important to assess, as
reduced wind speeds could lower the yields of coastal
onshore wind energy.

Evaluation of limitations and validation. Limitations
of the approach include a limited validation of mesoscale modelling windfarm wake parameterizations,
especially with regard to turbine size, the horizontal
extent of wind farm clusters and installed capacity
densities. We recommend that research projects be
undertaken to validate the models used in this study.
Such projects will require collaboration between the
wind energy industry and research institutes in order
to understand the complicated datasets associated
with the operations of the multiple windfarms and
the atmospheric processes that need to be modelled. It
is recommended that some kind of trusted sharing of
wind farm production data would be used when
validating our methods.
Comparison with engineering wake models. Another
valuable study would be the assessment of the extent
to which current practices, mainly via the use of
engineering models to determine wake losses fail to
account for the efficiency reductions estimated in
this study. The engineering models sufficiently
capture intra-windfarm and inter-windfarm wake
losses only when the horizontal extent of the windfarm areas is relatively small. At what horizontal
extents and installed capacity densities does the
feedback to large-scale flows become a significant
part of the wind farm impact on the environment, and

Cross-border effects. In this study, we considered
reasonable, large-scale deployment of wind turbines
in the German Bight, but we did not consider offshore
wind farm developments in neighbouring regions,
such as the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, or
Denmark. Such developments in upwind areas could
cause regions of depleted wind speeds that extend to
the German Bight, potentially reducing the wind
energy yields of offshore wind energy in the German
section of the North Sea. Our results suggest that it is
mainly the horizontal flow of kinetic energy that
sustains a high wind energy potential in the offshore
region. The impact of this flow due to windfarm
development upwind poses an important scientific
problem to be evaluated. It also indicates that scenarios for the development of offshore wind energy
should be performed across national borders to make
efficient use of offshore wind energy.
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9 Appendices
9.1 P
 arameter values used for the KEBA
method
Total yield Pel and an effective wind speed v within
the wind farm region are estimated in KEBA using the
kinetic energy budget of the air volume that encloses
the wind farm region (Kleidon and Miller, in preparation). This budgeting results in a reduction factor, fred,
which is given by
H+2C d L

f red =

H+2C d L +

3NηA rotor
2

W

for the case in which the turbines operate below their
capacity. From this reduction factor, the effective
wind speed v and the total yield Pel are estimated by
v = f red 1/3 v in
ρ
P el = f red ηNA rotor v in 3
2

9.2 C
 ross-sectional widths and downwind lengths used in the KEBA “directions” estimates
For the KEBA “directions” estimate, the FINO-1 time
series is separated into histograms for the eight
different main wind directions (North, North-East,
East, South-East, South, South-West, West, NorthWest). For each of the wind directions, a separate
KEBA estimate is performed and afterwards combined to yield the total estimate. For the different
wind directions, different values for cross-sectional
width and downwind lengths are used, as shown in
Figures 25 and 26 and specified in Table 7.
Note that for different wind directions and areas used
a different number of clusters exists. For instance, for
the NW wind direction using Area 3, all clusters are
aligned along the downwind direction, so that this
configuration is treated as one cluster in KEBA. For
the SW wind direction, the areas with wind farms
appear as four separate clusters, yielding different
dimensions for the KEBA estimate.

The parameters used to evaluate the KEBA method
are as follows:
Air density
Turbine efficiency
Rotor area
Turbine capacity
Cut-in velocity
Cut-out velocity
Height of maritime boundary layer
Drag coefficient

ρ = 1.2 kg m-3
η = 0.42
Arotor = 31416 m2
Pmax = 12 x 106 W
vin = 3 ms-1
vout = 28 ms-1
H = 700 m
Cd = 0.001

Number of turbines N, cross-sectional width W, and
downwind length L were specified depending on the
scenario used.
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Cross-sectional widths W and downwind lengths L for the different clusters
depicted in Figures 25 and 26.

Table 7

Area 1
Wind direction

Number of clusters

Width 1 (km)

Length 1 (km)

Width 2 (km)

Length 2 (km)

N and S

1

101.7

157.9

-

-

NE and SW

2

72.2

142.8

53.7

53.3

E and W

2

122.5

101.7

19.8

69.8

SE and NW

1

145.6

128.8

-

-

N and S

2

117.9

108.9

41.8

31.3

NE and SW

2

108.7

117.0

39.0

32.6

E and W

2

108.9

117.9

31.3

41.8

SE and NW

1

117.0

192.5

-

-

N and S

2

189.1

177.7

41.8

31.3

NE and SW

4

39.0

32.6

108.7

117.0

E and W

3

31.3

41.8

177.7

189.1

SE and NW

1

148.0

321.3

-

-

Width 3 (km)

Length 3 (km)

Area 2

Area 3

N and S

Width 4 (km)

Length 4 (km)

-

-

-

-

NE and SW

72.2

142.8

53.7

53.3

E and W

19.8

69.8

-

-

-

-

-

-

SE and NW
MPI-BGC (2020)
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Dimensions of cross-sectional widths and downwind lengths used in the
KEBA “directions” estimates for the wind directions N, E, S, and W

Figure 25

°N

°N

°N

°E

°E

°E

°E

°E

°E

°E

German North Sea - Widths in W-E and N-S direction

MPI-BGC (2020)
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Dimensions of cross-sectional widths and downwind lengths used in the
KEBA “directions” estimates for the wind directions NW, NE, SW, and SE

Figure 26

°N

°N

°N

°E

°E

°E

German North Sea - Widths in wind direction

MPI-BGC (2020)
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9.3 N
 amelist for the WRF
mesoscale model
&time_control
start_year
start_month
start_day
start_hour
start_minute
start_second
end_year
end_month
end_day
end_hour
end_minute
end_second
interval_seconds
input_from_file
history_interval
frames_per_outfile
restart
restart_interval
io_form_history
io_form_restart
io_form_input
io_form_boundary
iofields_filename

auxinput4_inname
auxinput4_interval
io_form_auxinput4
ignore_iofields_warning
debug_level
/
&domains
max_dom
time_step
use_adaptive_time_step
step_to_output_time
target_cfl
target_hcfl
max_step_increase_pct

= YY1, YY1, YY1
= MM1, MM1, MM1
= DD1, DD1, DD1
= HH1, HH1, HH1
= 00, 00, 00
= 00, 00, 00
= YY2, YY2, YY2
= MM2, MM2, MM2
= DD2, DD2, DD2
= HH2, HH2, HH2
= 00, 00, 00
= 00, 00, 00
= 21600,
= .T., .T., .T.
= 240, 120, 60
= 6, 12, 24
= .false.
= 100000
=2
=2
=2
=2
= „WAFieldsNew.txt“,
„WAFieldsNew.txt“,
„WAFieldsNew.txt“
= „wrflowinp_d<domain>“
= 360,360,360
=2
= .true.
=0

= 3,
= 90,
= .true.
= .true.
= 1.2, 1.2, 1.2
= 0.84, 0.84, 0.84
= 51, 51, 51

starting_time_step
= 90, 30, 5
max_time_step
= 100, 36, 12
min_time_step
= 16, 4, 2
adaptation_domain
= 1,
parent_id
= 0, 1, 2
parent_grid_ratio
= 1, 3, 3
j_parent_start
= 1, 21, 45
i_parent_start
= 1, 50, 80
s_sn
= 1, 1, 1
s_we
= 1, 1, 1
e_we
= 166, 247, 310
e_sn
= 101, 169, 262
e_vert
= 61, 61, 61
grid_id
= 1, 2, 3
parent_time_step_ratio
= 1, 3, 3
num_metgrid_levels
= 33
num_metgrid_soil_levels = 4
dx
= 18000.,6000.,2000.
dy
= 18000.,6000.,2000.
p_top_requested
= 5000,
eta_levels
= 1.000000, 0.998600, 0.996000,
0.994000, 0.992000, 0.990000,
0.987592, 0.984486, 0.980977,
0.977016, 0.972544, 0.967500,
0.961813, 0.955403, 0.948185,
0.940062, 0.930929, 0.920670,
0.909158, 0.896257, 0.881820,
0.859633, 0.830162, 0.794019,
0.751945, 0.704330, 0.659043,
0.615990, 0.575078, 0.536219,
0.499329, 0.464324, 0.431126,
0.399657, 0.369845, 0.341616,
0.314904, 0.289641, 0.265763,
0.243210, 0.221922, 0.201841,
0.182641, 0.164410, 0.148206,
0.132526, 0.117709, 0.104002,
0.091398, 0.079808, 0.069150,
0.059351, 0.050340, 0.042054,
0.034434, 0.027428, 0.020986,
0.015062, 0.009615, 0.004606,
0.000000
smooth_option
= 2,
feedback
= 0,
/
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max_step_increase_pct
starting_time_step
max_time_step
min_time_step

= 5, 51, 51
= 90, 30, 10
= 135, 45, 12
= 27, 9, 3

max_step_increase_pct
starting_time_step
max_time_step
min_time_step

= 51, 51, 51
= 90, 30, 5
= 100, 36, 12
= 16, 4, 2

j_parent_start
i_parent_start

= 1, 20, 40
= 1, 40, 93

e_we
e_sn

= 158, 277, 340
= 101, 169, 262

starting_time_step

= 90, 30, 10

&fdda
grid_fdda
gfdda_inname
gfdda_end_h
gfdda_interval_m
fgdt
if_no_pbl_nudging_uv
if_no_pbl_nudging_t
if_no_pbl_nudging_q
if_zfac_uv
k_zfac_uv
if_zfac_t
k_zfac_t
if_zfac_q
k_zfac_q
guv
gt		

min_time_step

= 27, 9, 3
gq

&physics
mp_physics
ra_lw_physics
ra_sw_physics
swint_opt
radt
sf_surface_physics
sf_sfclay_physics
bl_pbl_physics
cu_physics
cudt
isfflx
icloud
surface_input_source
num_land_cat
num_soil_layers
sst_update
windfarm_opt
windfarm_ij
windturbines_spec
R0frac
/
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= 4, 4, 4
= 4, 4, 4
= 4, 4, 4
=1
= 10, 10, 10
= 2, 2, 2
= 5, 5, 5
= 5, 5, 5
= 1, 0, 0
= 5, 5, 5
= 1,
= 1,
= 1,
= 28,
= 4,
= 1,
= 0, 0, 2
= 0,
= „windturbines.real“
= 1.5,

xwavenum
ywavenum
if_ramping
dtramp_min
io_form_gfdda
/
&dynamics
w_damping
diff_opt
km_opt
diff_6th_opt
diff_6th_factor
damp_opt
zdamp
dampcoef
khdif
kvdif
non_hydrostatic
moist_adv_opt
scalar_adv_opt
/

= 2, 0, 0
= ”wrffdda_d<domain>”,
= 300, 0, 0
= 360, 0, 0
= 0, 0, 0
= 0, 0, 0
= 1, 0, 0
= 1, 0, 0
= 1, 0, 0
= 20, 0, 0
= 1, 0, 0
= 20, 0, 0
= 1, 0, 0
= 20, 0, 0
=0
 .0003, 0.000075,
0.000075
=0
 .0003, 0.000075,
0.000075
=0
 003, 0.000075,
0.000075
= 14
= 10
=0
= 60.0
=2

=1
=1
=4
= 2, 2, 2
= 0.06, 0.08, 0.1
=0
= 5000., 5000., 5000.
= 0.15, 0.15, 0.15
= 0, 0, 0
= 0, 0, 0
= .true.,.true.,.true.
= 1, 1, 1
= 1, 1, 1
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base_temp

= 290.

&bdy_control
spec_bdy_width
spec_zone
relax_zone
specified
nested
/

=5
=1
=4
= .true., .false.,.false.
= .false., .true., .true.

&grib2
/
&namelist_quilt
nio_tasks_per_group
nio_groups
/

= 0,
= 1,
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